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Abstract. Most general sentiment analysers degrade quality when tested
on Tweets in the broadcast domain. This domain covers both radio and
television broadcast. This paper proposes domain-specific data in the
broadcast domain. Furthermore, it proposes the use of machine learning
methods for the sentiment analysis of tweets in this domain. Data were
collected from Twitter using Twitter application programming interfaces.
The data were preprocessed, and most special characters and emoticons
were not removed, as sentiment analysis involves the use of opinions and
emotions which are expressed using emoticons and other characters. The
data were automatically labelled using a pre-trained sentiment analyser
to enable the use of supervised learning on the data. Two supervised
machine learning methods, such as XGBoost and multinomial logistic
regression (MLR), are trained and evaluated on the data. The perfor-
mance of the models was affected by two factors; limited data and the
use of a general sentiment analyser to label the data in a specific domain.

Keywords: Sentiment analysis · Machine learning · XGBoost · Logistic
regression · Text classification · NLP · AI.

1 Introduction

Sentiment analysis is a computational analysis in Natural Language Processing
(NLP) that identifies and categorises a sentiment (people’s opinion or feeling
or expression) in a text about a certain event, topics or product, and others
[18]. Twitter platform is one of the famous microblogging social media sites that
generates a large volume of data in real time with millions of tweets posted daily,
which enables researchers such as Agarwal et al. [1] to build supervised learning
models to classify tweets into different categories such as positive, neutral and
negative. Machine learning models such as support vector machine (SVM), naive
Bayes, logistic regression, decision trees, random forest, and others are being used
to create sentiment analysers. [2, 7, 9, 8] created a sentiment analyser using SVM,
while [20] used naive Bayes. The use of text classification using machine learning
as sentiment analysis has dominated the current research approach. Ramadhan
et al. [24] used logistic regression to create a sentiment analysis model. Their
model was tested on different sizes of training and testing data, also on different
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numbers of K-fold cross-validation, where the results showed that the higher the
training size, the better the performance, and the higher the K-fold the better
the performance. While sentiment analysis is being carried out as a multiclass
classification, Prabhat [23] created a sentiment analyser using logistic regression
and naive Bayes as a binary classification where the labels are positive and
negative.

Most sentiment analysers are trained for English text, only a few work has
been done for other languages [15, 14]. Social media data is unstructured and
may contain text in different languages that Twitter may not support in terms
of automatic language identification during data acquisition using Twitter APIs.
Mabokela et al. [14] created a multilingual annotated sentiment data set for
South African languages, including Setswana, Sepedi, and English. The authors
also created an application that enables automatic labelling of sentiments in a
multilingual context.

Sentiment analysis is being applied in many domains, including viewership
[16], political [6], food retail [5], phone retail [10], and can be applied for customer
satisfaction [25]. Most sentiment analysers work with textual data, recently [28]
conducted a study on the analysis of sentiments from both textual data and
speech data. The authors used supervised learning methods, such as SVM for
textual data and fuzzy logic for speech data. These machine learning methods
recorded good results in speech and language processing [27].

In the broadcasting domain, radio and television (TV) are one of the broad-
casting services that are used for communication. In this paper, the sentiments
of radio and television services are analysed to obtain the opinions and feelings of
people shared on Twitter about certain services such as TV shows, TV channels,
news, etc., offered in South African broadcast. There are many sentiment analy-
sers for social networks that use general data, but such analysers are trained on
general domain data and consequently degrade performance when testing in the
broadcasting domain. Therefore, this paper proposes a domain-specific dataset
and an analysis of the sentiment analysis models trained in the broadcasting
domain using limited data acquired from Twitter.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows.

– The paper proposes models for sentiment analysis in the broadcasting do-
main.

– Automatic labelling of data using pre-trained model to allow analytics using
supervised learning.

– Data are made available on GitHub1.
– We publish the source code on GitHub1 to enable benchmarking of the re-

sults.

This paper is organised as follows. The next section explains the background.
Section 3 explains data acquisition, data processing, machine learning models,
and model evaluation. Section 4 discusses the findings and analysis, while Sec-
tion 5 concludes the paper with future work.
1 https://github.com/JosephSefara/Topic-Classification-of-Tweets
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2 Background

This section discusses the recent applications of sentiment analysis in different
domains. In the viewership domain, Malik et al. [16] performed sentiment anal-
ysis to predict viewers on streaming TV shows using Twitter data. For each
TV show, the authors collected tweets using a certain keyword for a specific pe-
riod. They also explored the performance of various supervised machine learning
methods for the classification of sentiments from tweets about TV programmes.

In the food retail domain, El Rahman et al. [5] conducted a sentiment analysis
on Twitter data to show which restaurant is popular between McDonald’s and
KFC. They used different supervised classification algorithms. Maxtent, as one
of the explored, was a top performer for McDonald’s and KFC with a four-fold
cross-validation of 74% (McDonald’s) and 78% of a four-fold cross-validation
(KFC).

For the food supply domain, based on the public sentiments expressed on
Twitter, Neogi et al. [21] conducted a sentiment analysis on India’s farmer
protests. Their study used a lexicon-based method; TextBlob, together with an
exploration of machine learning classification methods, to evaluate public senti-
ment in India about farmer protests. TF-IDF was used as a feature extractor in
their modelling simulation. Random Forest was one of the classifiers investigated
in their study and was found to be the best performer in terms of accuracy.

In the phone retail domain, Hasan et al. [10] analysed a sentiment analysis
on Twitter data related to particular phone brands to obtain sentiment to show
which phone brand is popular between the iPhone and Samsung, where the
authors have collected 1000 tweets. The authors explored the use of both term
frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) and bag-of-words (BoW) to
generate features for modelling. Their results showed that both TF-IDF and
BoW improve the performance of the results, showing that the iPhone was more
popular compared to Samsung devices.

In the health domain, Vijay et al. [29] analysed Twitter data related to covid-
19 for sentiment classification in certain parts of India from November 2019
to May 2020 to evaluate the progression of virus spread and people’s opinions
based on covid-19 and the measures implemented by the government to curb
virus spread. TextBlob was used in their study to analyse Twitter data obtained
during that time period.

In the political domain, Elbagir et al. [6] analysed tweets from the 2016 US
elections for sentiment classification to categorise tweets into 4 categories; posi-
tive, negative, neutral, highly negative, highly positive using Valence Aware Dic-
tionary and sEntiment Reasoner (VADER) [11] and Natural Language Toolkit
(NLTK). On the other hand, Joyce et al. [12] also performed sentiment analysis in
the 2016 US elections for comparison of sentiment analysis approaches known as
lexicon-based sentiment analysis and machine learning classifiers for sentiment.
They used manual and automated labelled tweets in both approaches. Their re-
sults show that the lexicon-based sentiment analysis performed better. In their
research, the author [30] analysed the 2020 US presidential election for sentiment
analysis to obtain opinions on Twitter between the two candidates running for
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president, and also to predict the outcome of the election, five machine learn-
ing classifications were explored in the data for performance evaluation. Among
the five classifiers, multilayer perceptron (MLP) was the top performer. The
sentiment analysis method to extract the individual’s point of view on Twitter
about electricity hikes in a developed and developing country was developed by
Kaur et al. [13]. In their study, they proposed a lexicon-based method known
as VADER to infer sentiment polarity together with classification algorithms.
TF-IDF was used for feature extraction. Four algorithms were explored for per-
formance evaluation. Random forest and decision tree were the most successful
models.

3 Methodology

In this section, we discuss the proposed architectural design, the acquired data,
the exploratory analysis of the acquired data, the proposed supervised machine
learning methods, and the evaluation techniques of the models.

3.1 Architectural Design

This paper proposes a method illustrated in Fig. 1 that uses a pre-trained sen-
timent analysis model to label the new data that are collected. Figure 1 shows
the architecture of the proposed method. The first step is to acquire data from
Twitter that are not labelled. We pre-process the data to remove unnecessary
characters and to enhance the quality of the acquired data. We extracted the
features using the TF-IDF vectoriser for each tweet. The pre-trained sentiment
analyser is applied to the data to create labels. We labelled the data using the
labels generated by the pre-trained sentiment analyser for each tweet. At this
stage, the data are labelled and supervised learning can be applied to the labelled
data. We trained machine learning methods on the labelled data and compared
the performance of the trained models. We further analysed the predictions of
the models using confusion matrix.

3.2 Data

The data was collected from Twitter using Twitter streaming APIs in real time.
Data are collected from February 2023 for a period of 3 months. The following
rules were sent to Twitter to match the tweets in real time. We did not retrieve
historical Twitter data.

3.3 Exploratory Data Analysis

This section analyse the acquired data to determine the quality of the data, the
relationship between the entities, the patterns within the data, and errors and
anomalies. We use the following entities from the data:
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Fig. 1. Proposed architecture.

Algorithm 1 Rules used to collect tweets on Twitter APIs
1: The tweet must be original or quoted tweets not retweet.
2: The tweet must be created by a user in South Africa.
3: The tweet must be tagged with a place.
4: The geo-location of the tweet should be near a tagged place.
5: The tweet must contain one or more keywords provided to Twitter.
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– User: The account authored a tweet.
– Hashtags: The hashtags mentioned in a tweet.
– User mentions: Accounts that are mentioned in a tweet.
– Text: The actual tweet.
– Place: The geographical place where a tweet was authored.
– Date: The date and time on which a tweet was composed.

The data consisted of 1125 number of tweets where some tweets are authored
by same user. Figure 2 shows the top 10 most frequent social media influencers
or users. This figure validates whether some users are robots or not. We validate
the users with the most frequent tweets and ascertain that the users are not
robots. About 173 tweets are authored by the same influencers, and 572 tweets
are authored by unique influencers.

Fig. 2. Top 10 social media influencers.

The data contained tweets generated by users in South Africa. The country
name will be shared when a user does not share the actual location. Figure 3
shows the top 10 most frequent places where a tweet was authored. The first
place with the most frequent tweets is South Africa followed by the following
cities: Johannesburg, Pretoria, Cape Town, Sandton, Randburg, Midrand, Dur-
ban, Roodepoort, and Centurion. This figure shows that most of the tweets are
authored from populated and developed cities in South Africa. The most fre-
quent tweets are authored from 83 places, whereas other tweets are authored
from 78 unique places.

The tweets may mention other users. Figure 4 shows the top 10 most frequent
user mentions with etv being the highest followed by DStv, METROFMSA,
Official_SABC1, and others.
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Fig. 3. Top 10 places.

Fig. 4. Top 10 user mentions.
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Tweets may contain hashtags. Figure 5 shows the top 10 most frequent hash-
tags with sabcnews having the highest mentions followed by DStvPrem, radio,
and others.

Fig. 5. Top 10 hashtags.

The tweets contain a date entity that tells when a tweet was authored. Fig-
ure 6 shows the time distribution of tweets for a 24-hour period in a day. It
shows that most tweets are authored from 5:00 in the morning until 19:00 in
the afternoon. Since Twitter uses GMT timezone, the local timezone for South
Africa is GMT+2 which implies that most tweets are authored from 7:00 until
21:00, but around 17:00 fewer tweets are authored, this happens when most users
travel from work to their homes.

3.4 Data preprocessing

The data was pre-processed to validate that the tweet exists. In sentiment analy-
sis, special characters and emoticons express emotions and meaning, which is an
important feature during model building. We preserve the original tweet without
removing any characters.

3.5 Pre-trained Sentiment Analysis

The data was analysed using VADER sentiment analysis method to generate
labels. Figure 7 depicts the findings of the VADER sentiment analysis, with
more than 47% of the tweets being positive and around 30% neutral and around
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Fig. 6. Frequent tweets during 24 hour time in a day.

23% negative. These labels are used to create domain-specific sentiment anal-
yser models that aid in analysing why and when a tweet is being classified as
negative/neutral/positive.

3.6 Domain-specific Sentiment Analysis Models

The data was first transformed using the TF-IDF vectoriser2 with up to 3 tri-
grams.

This step is the most important part of feature engineering. The following
machine learning models are trained on the data.

– Multinomial logistic regression (MLR): is a supervised machine learn-
ing model that is trained on the data. MLR model can output the predictions
and the importance of features.

– XGBoost: is an implementation of gradient-boosting decision trees that is
trained on the data. XGBoost model can output the predictions and impor-
tance of features.

3.7 Evaluation

The quality performance of the machine learning models was tested using the
confusion matrix, the F measure, and the accuracy metrics:

2 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.feature_extraction.text.
TfidfVectorizer.html
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Fig. 7. Pre-trained sentiment analysis using VADER.

Confusion matrix The confusion matrix is defined as a matrix that is applied
to measure the classification performance of machine learning models. This ma-
trix is used to calculate the precision, recall, F measure, and accuracy of machine
learning models. The matrix also helps to understand the accuracy of predicting
each label or class. The confusion matrix is depicted in Fig. 8, where:

1. True positive (TP) is when a tweet is correctly predicted as positive,
2. False positive (FP) is when a tweet is incorrectly predicted as positive,
3. True negative (TN) is when a tweet is correctly predicted negative,
4. False negative (FN) is when a tweet is incorrectly predicted negative.

Accuracy Accuracy is defined as the total number of correctly predicted tweets
divided by the total number of tweets. Accuracy is determined as:

Accuracy =
TN + TP

FP + FN + TN + TP
(1)

F Measure F Measure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. F Measure
is defined by the following equation.

FMeasure =
2 ∗ TP

2 ∗ TP + FP + FN
(2)

4 Results and Discussions

This section explains the findings of the domain-specific sentiment analysis mod-
els. The acquired data was splitted into 80% for building the model and the rest
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Fig. 8. Confusion matrix.

for testing the model. The test data were not used to build the model to allow
for a proper evaluation of the models on unseen data. MLR and XGBoost were
fitted on the training dataset, and most of the parameters are default. The lo-
gistic regression implemented in scikit-learn [22] was used as the first model in
which the parameter multi_class was set to multinomial to make it suitable for
multiclass classification, since this type of model is well-known for binary classi-
fication. The XGBoost model implemented in [3] was used as the second model
in which the parameter objective was set to multi:softmax to make it suitable for
multiclass classification, as this type of model is well-known for binary classifi-
cation. MLR and XGBoost obtained an accuracy of 56% and 57%, respectively.
The quality of the performance of the models depends on the size of the data
[19], and since our data were limited, this affected the performance of the results
in this domain. Another factor that affects the accuracy is the use of a general
model (VADER) to infer labels in the broadcasting domain. Furthermore, the F
measure was calculated for MLR and XGBoost, which obtained 45% and 56%
respectively, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Model prediction results in percentage based on the proposed data.

Authors Model Accuracy F measure
Baseline MLR 56% 45%
Baseline XGBoost 57% 56%

For a better analysis of the models, we computed the confusion matrices
in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 for MLR and XGBoost, respectively. These matrices aid
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to understand the prediction performance for each label within the data. The
models were better in predicting the positive sentiments with 49% for MLR and
34% for XGBoost. The XGBoost predicted neutral sentiment better than MLR,
while MLR incorrectly predicted most of neutral and negative sentiments as
positive sentiments.

This paper proposed a limited Twitter data in the specific domain (broad-
casting domain) for the South African context. Models were built and generated
the baseline results in this domain.

Fig. 9. MLR confusion matrix.

5 Conclusions and Future work

This paper proposed the use of unlabelled data to create sentiment analysis
models for a broadcasting domain. The data were labelled using a pre-trained
VADER sentiment analyser to enable us to conduct supervised learning on the
data. The two machine learning methods; MLR and XGBoost are trained and
tested on the data. The models are evaluated using accuracy and the F measure.
The models were evaluated using the confusion matrix to show the performance
of each label. The results revealed that a variety of factors affected the models’
performance; limited data, and using a general model to label the data that are
specific to broadcasting domain.

In conclusion, the paper addresses an essential issue of domain-specific sen-
timent analysis, which is often challenging due to the unique language usage
in different fields. The methods used, namely XGBoost and MLR, are widely
recognised in machine learning and have demonstrated effectiveness in senti-
ment analysis. The approach of keeping emoticons and special characters can
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Fig. 10. XGBoost confusion matrix.

potentially improve the models’ performance, since they often carry significant
sentiment information in tweets. The use of limited data is a known problem in
this field, and there are existing methods to mitigate this problem [17, 4].

In Future, this work will focus on:

– Acquiring more data in this domain and updating it on Github.
– Manually labelling the data to enable the use of both unsupervised and

supervised machine learning on the data.
– Training deep learning models [26].
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